The action of beat on the surface tension of serum has been reported in previous papers, 1,2 but only at a temperature of 55°C., and for a short time. The purpose of this paper is to show the effect of prolonged heat at 55°C. on the initial value of the surface tension of pure serum, and that of temperatures of 55 °, 70 °, and 100°C. on the time-drop of serum solutions. In order to save space, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the technique and terms described and used in the preceding articles.
In the case of pure serum, only the initial value of the surface tension was measured, because the changes in the time-drop would be almost of the order of magnitude allowed for experimental errors. Dog serum was kept in an incubator at 55°C. for 168 hours (7 days). Measurements were made every 24 hours, according to the technique referred to above. The results are shown in Tables I to IV and Text-figs. 1 to 3.
These figures show plainly the continuous decrease of the value of the surface tension when pure serum is heated continuously. The smoothness of the curves indicates that, in most cases, the modifications undergone by the serum between the 1st and 24th hours, and between the 24th and 48tb hours, for instance, are quite similar. Consequently, the destruction of complement which takes place in the first 2 hours does not manifest itself by an important change in the value of the surface tension, or else the curves would show some kind of a break, a maximum or a minimum; moreover, if the change is 
Solutions of Serum.
All solutions were made from the same serum, with 0.9 per cent NaC1 solution, especially prepared in clean vessels, the surface tension of which was 76.0 dynes 4-0.2 at 23°C. The solutions were stirred mechanically by anelectric motor fitted with a small, propeller-shaped, glass stirrer. The liquid was removed from the container while the stirring was going on and poured into clean test-tubes.
The heating was done in the following way. In most experiments six dilutions were prepared, 10 -I, 10 -2, 10 -s, 10 -4, 10-L and 10 -6. About 6 cc. of each dilution were poured into four test-tubes which were prepared at the same time. One was kept at room temperature, one at 55°C. for 2 hours, one at 70°C. for 1 hour, and one at 100°C. for 5 minutes. In order that the same time should elapse between the preparation of the solutions and the measurements, the measurements were begun only 1 hour after the tube at 55°C. had been removed from the incubator, so that approximately 3 hours elapsed between the pouring into the test-tubes and the measurements. Before the liquid was poured into the watch-glasses, it was carefully stirred. Then after 2 hours, another reading was taken. Hence the time required for one set of measurements, at one concentration, was 5 hours. In this case, the time-drop was studied because the initial values, on ac- given. A curve expressing the tlme-drop in I and in 20 hours at one concentration is given in Text- fig. 4 , with the curve obtained by diluting the serum in distilled water. A fair idea of how puzzling the results seem to be at first glance is given in Text-figs. 5 to 10. No regularity whatsoever is to be found. Unless an hypothesis is made, it is im- The interpretation of these results is difficult, and it is not at all certain that it wiU be successful. However, we shall endeavor to give a possible explanation of the curves, which seem, at first sight, contradictory and devoid of meaning.
One is struck by the fact that the most important changes in the time-drop occur at the temperatures 55 ° and 70°C. {Text-figs. 5 to 7). These temperatures seem to be critical for the serum, and the fact should have attracted attention even had it not been known that they are also critical from the physiological standpoint. On th e other hand, the curves representing the behavior of solutions 10 -I and 10 ~ are parallel in general, and do not present the sharp jumps and drops shown by solutions I0 -8, 10 4, and I0 -~. Finally, it will be noticed that the dilutions I0 -~ and I0 -4 generally act in an opposite way.
The first idea which naturally arises is that the surface equilibrium is more stable on either side of the concentration I0 -4, that is 10 4 and I0 -~, so that around i0 -~ it reaches some sort of peak instability, and the values may rise or drop suddenly, according to the laws of hazard; namely, for such reasons as actually escape our control and knowledge. These causes, although very slight, may produce considerable changes in either direction simply because, the equilibrium being unstable, the phenomenon has just as much tendency to occur one way as the other. Table V shows, perhaps more clearly than the charts, that the surface equilibrium at the concentration I0 -4 seems perfectly unstable, while it is more or less determined in a given direction at all other concentrations. Here, the direction only of the time-drop has been taken into account, whether it increased or decreased, at the critical temperatures. The + sign expresses symbolically that the time-drop rose, the -sign that it decreased. As the values were taken from ten experiments, the coefficients were added to show the percentage of the occurrence of the rise or the drop; and it was admitted that one -sign checks a + sign, so that the figures actually express the number of rises or falls in excess. For example, out of the I0 experiments at a dilution 10 -I between 25 ° and 55°C., 2 showed a decrease and 8 showed an increase of the time-drop. The 2 decreases will be given the -sign, and the 8 increases the + sign. But 2 -counteracts 2 +, so that we have only 6 + left. The next entry shows that we had 9 + and 1 -, the result being 8 +. In other words, the figures could be called equilibrium coefficients, 10 being the maximum characterizing perfect equilibrium, and 0 (5 + and 5-) corresponding to perfect instability. Table V shows that there is a decided maximum of instability at the concentration 10 -~, and a much greater instability on the side of higher dilutions than on the side of lower dilutions. As a matter of fact, the presence of the 3 zeros in the 10 -4 line may be considered as an accident, on account of the small number of experiments. But 
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the results would have been just as convincing had such coefficients as 2 been found; only 100 experiments would be expected to give a real expression of the state of instability. However, there is no doubt that there is a striking difference, which could only be enhanced by a larger number of data, between the upper part of the table and the lower.
This confirms our preceding hypothesis as to the existence of a monomolecular layer at a concentration around 10-% geometrically arranged so that the sum of all individual molecular attractions in this layer is minimum, or very nearly so. Hence, any minute change, either in the arrangement of the molecnles or else in their field of force, will manifest itself by a relatively considerable rise or decrease in the time-drop, owing to the state of unstable equilibrium of the film. Therefore, it is in the vicinity of this concentration that the most sudden jumps of the surface tension are to be expected (Textfigs. 8 and 9) .
From these conclusions, one fact may be remembered; namely, that if certain physiological modifications of the serum are to have a bearing on surface tension or its changes in function of the time, the possibility of detecting them will be greater at the dilution which enables one to bring forth the slightest alterations in the fields of forces of the molecules or group molecules, that is around 1:10,000.
IV.
Crystallization.
Figs. 1 to 4 show the alterations brought about by heating the solution of serum at 1 : 10, in the crystallization of sodium chloride. However, the changes are not always identical, especially between 25 ° and 56°C., and all sera do not allow the sodium chloride to crystallize in the same way. The pictures reproduced here are, nevertheless, frequently observed, and other configurations may be considered as more or less exceptional. The reader is referred to the preceding paper 2 for another manifestation of the action of heat on solutions of serum.
v.
CONCLUSIONS.
1. The surface tension of pure serum, heated at 55°C., decreases progressively and regularly until the serum coagulates. A drop of 8.2 dynes was observed in 168 hours. The mean drop was 5.7 dynes in 120 hours and 4 dynes in 96 hours.
2. The initial surface tension of solutions of serum at the concentrations 10 -1 up to 10 -~ is practically not affected by heat, but the time-drop in 2 hours is modified.
3. Each serum seems to react in its own particular way as far as the time-drop is concerned. However, there is a general tendency for the solution to show an increase of time-drop at the concentrations 10 -I, 10 -2, 10 -3, and 10 -5, and a decrease at 10 -4, when heated at 55°C.; a decrease of the time-drop at the concentrations 10 -1, 10 -2, and 10 -3, and an increase at 10 -~ when heated at 100°C. 4 . Nevertheless, only the changes observed below 10 -~ are constant in sign, within 75 or 80 per cent of the cases. The concentration 10 -4 seems to correspond to a state of greater instability. This confirms the hypothesis of the existence of a monomolecular layer at that concentration, which was assumed on the basis of the existence of a maximum drop at 10 -4 . Should this be true, and provided the principle of Gibbs could be transformed so as to be applicable to mixed solutions of colloids and crystalloids, an idea of the size, or at least of one of the dimensions of the molecules or group molecules composing the serum could probably be obtained.
5. 1 drop of the solutions at 1 : 10 evaporated on glass and examined under the microscope shows the marked differences brought about by heating at different temperatures.
A great number of the measurements referred to in this paper were made by my technical assistant, Mr. John Zwick, to whom I wish to express my indebtedness.
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